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Available from your authorised dealer:

The SKUGGI® functions like a side bar. The decisive differ-
ence is the uncomplicated handling, because there is no 
assembly and dismantling.

The SKUGGI® is simply cranked into the existing awning’s 
inclination, then the rolled up side panel can be lowered, 
also using a crank.

To prevent the fabric from moving in light winds, the cover-
ing can be fixed with an additional wind lock*.

The SKUGGI® is mounted on the wall to save space and is 
only 10cm when cranked in. It is easy to use and impresses 
with its practical use.

* Available as an accessory
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SKUGGI® SCOPE OF DELIVERY
• Including covering made of Soltis 96 according to the colour card

• Standard awning crank 140cm (other lengths from 100cm to 300cm optionally available)

• Accessory set consisting of: 

2x 1m expander cord (black or white)
4 pieces of plastic hooks (black)
2 pieces of bracket cramp to fold down (galvanised 51x25mm)

Function and description



SKUGGI®

The SKUGGI® is a side sun and privacy screen with a crank mechanism that completely pre-
vents the sun’s rays from falling on the side. Depending on the mounting height, this is possible 
up to a projection of 300cm. The covering of SKUGGI® can be unrolled up to 250 cm.

SKUGGI® OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
• Interchangeable console

• Wind protection with weight

• Protective cover made of weatherproof PVC-coated fabric

• Recess and ceiling console

• Other coverings (e.g. acrylic) on request

Interchangeable console
protected from morning and evening sun

With the optionally available interchangeable bracket, you 
can use SKUGGI® on both sides, depending on the sun’s 
position. In the morning you hang SKUGGI® on one side 
and in the evening on the other. Thus, you have perfect 
glare protection where you need it.  

With the optionally available interchangeable bracket, you 
 on both sides, depending on the sun’s 

 on one side 
and in the evening on the other. Thus, you have perfect 

- White RAL 9016 (fi ne structure, HWF, deep matt)
- White aluminium RAL 9006 (fi ne structure, HWF, micaceous iron ore, deep matt)
- Anthracite grey RAL 7016 (fi ne structure, HWF, deep matt)
- On request in RAL colour of choice at an extra charge

The new frame colours
now available in 3 standard colours

Covering & fabric colours

With its micro-perforated Soltis cover, SKUGGI® off ers excellent privacy and sun protection, but 
remains transparent from the inside out. Available for SKUGGI® is a large selection of the most 
beautiful colours and fabrics.

Cooling eff ect - provides shade 
where the awning cannot

Heat protection - keeps the heat 
under the awning in the evening 
and in light winds

UV resistance of the colours

Smooth, easy-care surface, easy 
winding
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* Other fabrics and colours available at extra cost


